Student Assessment: Graduate Portfolio

Faculty advisors and committee members will enter the scores for University Core Values & Conceptual Framework assessed during the Graduate Portfolio.

1. Choose Graduate.
2. Find the candidate. You may search by first or last name. You will only have access to students whom you have been officially assigned as committee member or advisor for this form.
3. On the Graduate Forms menu, choose Graduate Portfolio.
4. Complete the Graduate Portfolio form.

Core Value Content Aspects: Each rationale statement will include

1) A description of the artifact and how it exemplifies good teaching and connects with NBPTS propositions.
2) How the artifact connects with a VCSU Core Value
3) A reflection communicating the impact the artifact had on the candidate’s learning and growth as a professional
4) How the Core Value can be utilized by the candidate in the future to enhance student learning.

1: Inadequate
2: Meets Expectations
3: Target, Beyond Expectations

If an advisor or committee member can NOT access the Graduate Portfolio form for a student, please email Misty Lindgren at misty.lindgren@vcsu.edu. Access will be granted as soon as possible.